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1. INTRODUCTION
Miyata’s method on synthesis of driving point impedances brought about
the problem of determining pertinent augmentation of polynomials. On this
point D. A. Calahan has offered one method1. According to him, the problem
may be solved as follows. Let us assume that N (z) is a given polynomial
and N (z) is a pertinent augmentation such that 2
N3 (z ) = N (z) • N2 (z ) = S b /  (1)
where b > 0 for all r. Since the zeros of N (z) must contain z the zeros r —  3 i
of N^(z), we may write, in case z^ is real
2  b z.r = 0 (2)r l
and in case z .l is complex, we may write
2  b (z.r + z . r) = 0  r l i
2 b  -  (z.r - z.r) = 0 r j l l
(3)
(4)
where z^ is the conjugate of z^. Getting together (2), (3) and (4), we get
n^ number equations which a set of nonnegative values b^ must satisfy, where 
n is the order of N^Cz). This means that the original problem has been 
converted to one which resembles the linear programming model and then we 
may solve this problem using the method of linear programming. The idea of 
Ur.. Calahan is correct; however, his method requires us to know z , the zeros 
of N^(z), and the writer guesses this makes his method impracticable.
1D. A. Calahan, "Notes on the Augmentation of Polynomials," Trans I.R.E. 
(accepted for publication).
2If it is possibly we should avoid the use of the zeros of the original 
polynomials. How to do it will be shown next.
Example 1. Now let us assume that we augment
k(z) = 1 - ~  z + z2 (5)
by
A(z) at 1 + a^z + 2V + 3a z 3
and get
2 3 4 5B (z) = 1 + b^z + b2z + bgZ + b^z + h^z
(6)
(7)
where b^ are nonnegative for all r. Then from the following relation
we get
1 +
5
2
r=l
b z r = (1 - J z + z ' X H a^z +
2
a2Z +
3a z )
b
b
b
b
b
1
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3
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> 0
1 > 0
a3 - I  a2 + V i> 0
0
0
—  a + a„ 2 3 2
0 + a3
> 0 
> 0
(8)
(9)
(10) 
(ID  
(12) 
(13)
In the above equations, a and a are not necessarily nonnegative so it-L du
what inconvenient to treat a^ and a2 as direct subjects. Rather bTs are preferable
3to be handled as independent variables. So first we should represent a's as 
linear combinations of b’s. It may be done as follows.
a, =
a_ =
a„ =
0 =
0 = b.
3 (14)
2
3—  a , w 3 5 (15)2 1 2 2 1 4
3—  a - u 3 5 . a = b + — b„ + — b + 3_ (16)2 2 1 3 2 2 4 1 8
3—  a - . 3 . 5 . a = b + —  b + —  b„ + It,
11 (17)
2 3 2 4 2 3 4 2 8 1 16
a = b - b  - |  b - 5 b - 3^ (18)3 5 3 2 2 4 1 8
1 must be satisfied by a set of nonnegative values of
b and this means that we may use Equations (17) and (18) in replacement of r’
Equations (2), (3), and (4).
One solution of (17) and (18), for example,
bl “ b2 " b3 °' b4 16 9 b5 8 (19)
gives us a set of values of a's
ai = 2 ' a2
¡5 = _3
4 ’ a3 “ 8 (20)
In the end, we get
A . . . 3 5 2 3 3A (z) = l + - z  + - z  + —  z (21)
and
B (z) = 1 + 0 . z + 0 2 3 11 4 3 5z + 0 • z + —  z + —  z 16 8 (22)
4As shown above, Equations (17) and (18) may be used as the fundamental equations, 
but we may modify Equation (18) to more convenient form as follows. Let us 
make the sum of (18) and 3/2 times (17). Then we get
0 3 . 5 ,b + —  b„ +-r*b 5 2 4 4 3
11 45
16 D1 " 32 (23)
This Equation (23) has a form completely similar to Equation (17). And 
equations from (14) to (17) and (23) suggest to us that there must be some 
short way to get these equations, because their coefficients are completely 
iterated.
2. SHORT WAY TO OBTAIN THE REPRESENTATION OF a’s BY brs
Now generally let us assume as follows:
k(z) = 1 + 
A(z) = 1 + 
B(z) = 1 +
where
2  k zr (24)r
2  a zr (25)r
2  b zr r (26)
B(z) = k(z) A(z) (27)
From Equation (27), we may get the representation of b* s by a* s, but our 
problem is reversed. So we should think about the reversed form, namely
A(z) B (z) k(z) (28)
Now let us put
5K(z) = 1 +  2 k  zr = -i-—  r k(z) 1 + 2 k  z r
(29)
then we may get the representation of a*s by b’s from the following equation
A(z) = B(z) # K(z)
and the result is as follows
(30)
ai - bi + Ki
a2 = b2 + bl K1 + K2
a = b + b  K + b K + K  3 3 2 1 1 2 3 r (3i)
an b + b n n-1 Ki + b o K + n-2 2 n-3 K3 + + b K + K 1 n-1 n
Then we must find K’s as functions of k's. The relation between K's and k*s 
is obtained, if we substitute k(z) for B(z), and 1 for A(z), in the Equation (31). 
The result is as follows.
0 = kl + Ki
0 = k2 + kl K1 + K2
0 = k + k K + k K + K 3 2 1 1 2  3 V (32)
0 = k + k K + k  K + k _ K + ... + k, K , + Kn n-1 1 n-2 2 n-3 3 1 n-1 n
From the set of equations (32), we get
6K = (-1) n
n
n-1
ki 1
k2 kl
k _ k n-2 n-3
k . k n-1 n-2
(33)
So if k , k . k . . . are given, then we can get K K , K1 2  3 1" 2" 3
to the recurrent formula (32) or the exact formula (33).
. ., according
3. THE MINIMUM ORDER OF AUGMENTATION
Now let us assume the order of 
consequently the order of B(z) is p
k . = kp + 1 p +
a , - aq + 1 q +
b = kP t q p
b i = bp + q + 1 p +
:(z) is p, and the order of A(z) is q,
• q . Then
2 =  . o . = 0 (34)
2
oi!«»II (35)
a
q
(36)
q + = r « 4 r: 02 (37)
So Equation (31) for this case must be modified as follows.
7ai = bi +
a = b + b  K + K  2 2 1 1 2
> (38)
a — b + b K + b  K + .«.• + b K + b K + K 
q q q - 1  1 q - 2  2 2 q - 2  1 q - 1  q J
0 = b + b K + b  K + . . . + b K + b K + K „
q+1 q 1 q - 1  2 2 q - 1  1 q q+1
> m
° = b + b K + b  K + .q+p q+p-1 1 q+p-2 2 + b K + b K + K2 q+p-2 1 q+p-1 q+p
0 = b K + b  _ K + b  „ K + • • • + b K + b K  + Kq+p 1 q+p-1 2 q+p-2 3 2 q+p-1 1 q+p q+p+1
0 = b K + b  K + b  K + . o . +  b K + b K  + Kq+p 2 q+p-1 3 q+p-2 4 2 q+p 1 q+p+1 q+pf2 r (40)
Now let us assume that we have already some solution for the set of equations 
(39), then we can show that the infinite set of equations (40) must be satisfied 
simultaneously by the solution. This may be shown as follows. First make the 
following linear combination of each of equations (39)
-[k X (39-1) + kp_1 X (39-2) + . . . + k^ x (39-p)]
then we get the first equation of (40), namely equation (40-1). Next applying 
a similar process for a set of equations from (39-2) to (40-1), we get the 
second equation of (40). This process may be used iteratively. So if (39) is
8
satisfied, all of the equation (40) must be satisfied simultaneously, and if
we get a solution which satisfies (39), then we may know the values of a’s
from equations (38). So a set of nonnegative values b , b , . . . and b1' 2’ p + q
which satisfy the consecutive p-number equations (39), may be the coefficients 
of the augmented polynomial B(z). But generally the number q is unknown, so 
we should try, beginning at lower value of q and increasing its value, to 
find a pertinent value of q.
If we already know some value of q will do and try to look for a lesser
value of q, we should examine whether the set of solution of equations(39)
may contain b =0, Generally making the following combinationp + q
k , X (39-1) + k X (39-2) +.«•.■ + k. X (39-p^T) + (39-p),p—i. p—z X '
we get
0 = bp+q - k (b + b , K, + p q q-1 1 + b K + b K + K ) 2 q-2 1 q-1 q (41)
So if we have a solution in which b =0, then the value, of a becomes zerop+q > q
for such solution, namely, we get
0 = b + b K ■ + • « « +  b K + b K + K (42)q Q-1 1 2 q-2 1 q-1 q
This means that we may reduce the value of q by 1. If b = 0 b = 0p + q  ’ p + q - 1 ’
then we may reduce the value of q by 2, and so: on.
So our problem has been converted to get a set of nonnegative values b .r*
which satisfy the p-number consecutive equations for the lowest number of q.
The extreme point of set of solution has only p-number nonzero values. So if 
we use such a solution, then the number of terms in B(z) may be p + 1, including 
constant term 1. This fact is already pointed out by Calahan.
9Example 2. Find a pertinent augmentation for
, x 2 3k(z) = l + z - 2 z  + z
From the following set of values
we get
K1 -1, K2 = 3, Ks = -6, K4 = 13,
►
K5 = “28> K6 = 6°> K7 = -129' ‘ * *
Now let us assume q may be 4, and examine the following equations.
0 = 0 + 0 + b - b + 3b - 6b + 13b - 28O 4 u Z 1
0 = 0 + b -  b + 3b, -  6b + 13b„ -  28b, + 606 5 4 3 2 1
0 = b? - bg + 3bs - 6b4 + 13b3 - 28b2 + 60b1 - 129
Making (46) + (47), we get
0 = 0 + b + 0 « b  + 2b, - 3b„ + 7b„ - 15b, + 326 5 4 3 2 1
and making (48) + (49) - 3 X (46), we get
0 = b_ + 0 +  0 - b + b  - 3b + 6b, - 137 4 3 2 1
getting together (46), -(49), (50), we get
0 + 0 + b — b + 3b — 6b + 13b — 28D u Z JL
0 - b_ + 0 - 2b, + 3b0 - 7b„ + 15b, = 326 4 3 2 1
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
13
10
b_ + 0 + 0 - b . + b - 3b^ + 6b = 7 4 3 2 1 (51)
According to the method of linear programming^ Equation (51) may be solved 
as follows. First construct the table of vector P^? then we may get Table 1.
TABLE 1
*
P6 P7 P6 P5 P4 P3 P2 P! po V 2 P i
0 0 0 1 -1 3 -6 13 28 2
1 0 -1 0 -2 3 -7 15 32 2
0 1 0 0 -1 1 -3 6 13 1
As shown in Table 1
PQ = 13P? + 32Pg + 28P5 (52)
and to eliminate P„ , we must substitute P„ or P, for P If we use P in6 ’ 3 1 6  1
*replacement of P^ f then we get easily
qo on &
p0 =  (13- 6 X l5) P7 + (32 - 15 X Ts5 P6
, 32. 32
+ (28 -  13 X r r )  PE + t t  P, 15 5 15 1 (53)
Therefore
1 „ 4 32_ p + <—  p + —  p
5 7 15 5 15 1
b7 5 9 b6 ° > b5 15 9
32b^ := b0 = b0 ss 0, b =4 3 2 9 1 15
y (54)
If we use P^ in replacement of Pg } passing through one step;is a solution.
11
we get
P = —  p + —  p + 2 P  0 3 7 3 3 1 (55)
Therefore
b7 “ ?  » b6 = b5 " b4 " ° » b3 " I  * b2 = ° » bl " 2 (56)
is another solution. Equation (55) may be obtained more easily, using the 
last column in Table 1 as follows
PQ - 2Pl = P7 + 2Pg + 2P5
1 2  * 1 9= •— P + (P + 3P + 3P ) = -  P„ + -  P 3 7 3 7  6 5 3 7 3 3
(57)
This is nothing but (55).
4. AUGMENTATION OF SECOND ORDER POLYNOMIALS
According to the general method, we should examine the following two 
equations
b K + . . 
q i . + b K  + b K + K2 q - 1  1 q q+1 (58)
+ b K + ,
q 2
. . + b K + b K + K
2 q 1 q+1 q+2
(59)
In this case, however, it is not necessary to examine the whole process, but 
it is enough to know the lowest value of q which makes be zero or negative 
at first. The reason is as follows. Let us assume
K > 0, K > 0, . . . K > 0  and K < 01 3 2 3 q q+1 — (60)
then we get the following inequality
12
b + b , K + . . . + b K + b K + K > 0 Q q-1 1 2 q-2 1 q-1 q (61)
where b^ are nonnegative for all r. Therefore we may find a nonnegative value 
b which satisfies the following equation
° - bq+2 - k2 (tq + bq-l “l + ' ' ’ + b2 Kq-2 + bl Kq-1 + Kq> <62>
and at the same time^ we may hold the equation (58)^ giving the following value
b = - K  , > 0. b = b = .  — b — 0q+1 q+1 -  > q q-1 * * * °1 u
Now let us make (62) -k X (58), then we get the following equation
q+2 b . q + i k i  -
b
q
(k  +  k K ) . . - &
Q (k O K + k K _ ) -  b ,  (k  K + k K ) -  (k  K2 2 q - 2 1 q--1 1 2  q - 1 1 q 2 q
1 n + b K + b K +  •  o' c + b K +  b K +  Kq+2 q+1 1 q 2 2 q 1 q+1 q+2
This equation is nothing but Equation (59). So what we have to do is to 
examine the value of for k^, k^, and q. Without loss of generality, we may 
put k^ = 1, so in the following we consider
k(z) = 1 + k^z + z‘ (65)
For this we get the following equations
K1 + k !  "  0
K2 + K1 kl + 1 = 0
K + K k + K „ n n-1 1 n-2
(66)
(64)
0
13
If > 0, the problem is trivial, so we may assume < 0, and if k^ < -2, 
then k(z) < 0 for some positive value of z, and this means augmentation is 
nonsense. Eventually we may put
0 > k > -2 (67)
Therefore we may put
k = -2 cos 0 (0 < 0 < ^)x ■ 1 z (6 8)
then the set of equations (66) becomes as follows
= -k^ = 2 cos 0
K = -1 - 2 cos 0 (-2 cos 0) = 4 cos 0 - 1  z
K - 2 cos 0 K + K = 0 n n-1 n-2
(69)
The Equation (69) may be solved by ordinary methods, and the result is as follows
K = sin (n + 1) 0 
n sin 0 (70)
Now let (q + 1) be the lowest integer which makes K zero or negative, thenn 3
0 < (q+1) 0 < 7T < (q+2) 0 (71)
or
7Tq-i < —  - 2 < q (72)
Therefore
r 7T
q -  [ e -  2] (73)
14
where [x] means the lowest integer which is not less than x. So if 0 ^ 0, 
namely ^ -2, we can get a pertinent augmentation sometime or other, But
if 0 tends to zero, namely tends to (-2), the value of q increases
indefinitely.
